Providing Shipment Visibility Since 1999

Over 10 Million

Shipments tracked per month

ShipMatrix Invoice Reader
Shipping your packages from point A. to point B. sounds easy,
right? When you ship thousands of packages week with dozens
of delivery surcharges, it becomes impossible for any one person
to manage the complex financial details. Do you find it difficult to
read and analyze your electronic invoices? You’re not the only one!
What if you could read and settle your parcel carrier invoices in half
the time, while enhancing your ability to manage costs? ShipMatrix
Invoice Readers are your solution.
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Reduce Costs with Streamlined Invoice Analytics
Developed by the parcel industry experts at ShipMatrix, our Invoice Readers empower
shippers like you to manage electronic invoices more effectively, allowing you to realize
the full benefits of this modern invoicing method. With ShipMatrix Invoice Readers, you
can spend more time on shipping cost reduction and less time on administration.
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Simple Invoice Settlement:
ShipMatrix Invoice Reader eliminates the concerns about electronic invoicing through
a sophisticated process that systematically imports, reviews and verifies your carrier’s
electronic invoices. The user-friendly interface allows you to manage the reconciliation
process of refunds owed to you, such as guaranteed service refunds, lost or damaged
package refunds, or packages billed, not shipped quickly and accurately. With ShipMatrix
Invoice Reader, your can quickly and easily perform the following tasks:
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Import electronic invoices

Reconcile refund claims

Print out a bill with total due

Assign general ledger coding

Create an EDI remittance file

Perform cost allocation

Perform comprehensive reporting

Manage and validate carrier contract
rates
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Drastically Reduce Assessorial Charges
ShipMatrix Invoice Reader comes pre-packaged with a comprehensive set of reporting tools that enables you to quickly
review all of your shipping location invoices collectively, identify avoidable charges, and take corrective action. The
combination of ShipMatrix’ industry expertise and our powerful proprietary software not only allows us to pinpoint
recoverable costs, but what YOU can do to minimize them. By making it simpler to identify and correct avoidable
costs, such as address corrections and rural zip code surcharges, ShipMatrix Invoice Reader enables you to run a leaner
shipping operation.

Features
Do-it-yourself Invoice Reporting Software: You know your business best, why rely on someone else? With
ShipMatrix Invoice Readers, you, the shipper, have full access to invoice data. We put the control of your business
back into your hands.
Flexibility: Our Invoice Readers can be delivered in three ways to meet your company needs: as a desktop
application, web-based, and a combination desktop/data warehoused web-based business intelligence system.
In addition, the Invoice Readers are fully compatible with our MyShipMatrix product and can be delivered via
MyShipMatrix.
Standardized Reports: Consistency is key to accurately measuring performance: both yours and your carrier’s.
ShipMatrix Invoice Readers provide the following standard reports to help you benchmark efficiently:
Invoice summary reports
Controllable cost reports including
address corrections and chargebacks

Accessorial charge reports by type/charge code
Shipping profile reports giving you package statistics for
further analysis

Customized Reporting Options: You can dictate who has access to your data and the format in which they can
receive it. We offer the following reporting options:
Rate verification reporting and analysis
3rd party logistics and multi-customer
reporting

Shipper portal for web analytics reporting
Custom reporting and data transformation services

Data you can Trust: ShipMatrix was the first company to license desktop software to shippers and enable them to
independently benchmark carrier service performance. We have 10 years of experience helping customers like you
streamline their shipping operations. After tracking over 100 million packages and analyzing $3 billion in invoices,
we know the business like nobody else…and we want to help you. Call us today for more information!
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Minimum Requirements for Installing ShipMatrix Invoice Reader
Microsoft Access 2000-2003 or SQL Server 2005 Express Edition
2 GB RAM
Greater than 2 GHz CPU
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4 GB available hard drive space
.NET 2.0 or greater
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